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Comments to „ Valgarður: A Database of the Petrophysical, Mineralogical, and 

Chemical Properties of Icelandic Rocks” by Scott et al. (2022)

 

The above-mentioned article describes the compilation of petrophysical, mineralogical and
chemical properties of Icelandic rocks that have been analyzed over the past five decades.
The paper describes the different measurement methods in greater detail. The database is
presented in an EXCEL file and comprises five worksheets: 1) Petrophysical properties, 2)
Mineralogical and geochemical data, 3) Photographs and sample sites, 4) Additional
hyaloclastite data and 5) Extended references. Thereby, the photographs of the samples
and sample locations are provided in an external zip file. In general, the article is well-
written and clearly structured. However, several aspects should be considered prior
publication in Earth System Science Data. Further comments below.

General comments regarding the manuscript:

The database presented here represents an updated version of an already published
database available under Orkustofnun (2018; unfortunately, the provided link didn’t
work), which mainly contains porosity and permeability data analyzed on 529 samples.
The dataset has been expanded in this manuscript by adding data from 302 samples
collected by Orkustofnun between 1970-1980, and data from 161 samples retrieved from
literature. Data analyzed on 34 samples are actually new and have not been published
before.



The structure of the database is adapted from the P³ PetroPhysical Property database by
Bär et al. (2020), which has been published here in ESSD. Some data has been even
retrieved from this database; but not all data related to Iceland that is available in this
repository were included. In the past two more rock property databases have been
published here in ESSD:

Weinert et al. (2021): Database of petrophysical properties of the Mid-German Crystalline
Rise, Earth Syst. Sci. Data, 13, 1441–1459, https://doi.org/10.5194/essd-13-1441-2021.
- This database comprises almost 27000 single data points measured on plutonic rocks

Weydt et al. (2021): Petrophysical and mechanical rock property database of the Los
Humeros and Acoculco geothermal fields (Mexico), Earth Syst. Sci. Data, 13, 571–598,
https://doi.org/10.5194/essd-13-571-2021. - This database includes more than 31000
data points measured on volcanic, sedimentary, magmatic and metamorphic rocks

The input of the data is similar to Weydt et al. (2021), where in contrast to Bär et al.
(2020) the data are stored in one row for each sample.

Two major point of criticism can be derived from this:

What is actually new about this database? The authors should explain why it is
necessary to have an extra database just for Icelandic rocks, also considering the
impact factor of this Journal and that the data included in this manuscript has already
been published and discussed elsewhere.
Although the authors mention the usage of the P³ database as a template in the
acknowledgements, it is not mentioned in the manuscript. In my opinion it is necessary
to put the development of this database in the right context and to correctly cite the
source material as well as other important databases related to rock properties and
geochemical data (e.g., Gard et al., 2019).

Further points of criticism are:

The lack of thermal properties and the small number of mechanical parameters.
Especially the mechanical parameters would be important for models regarding volcanic
activities/eruption/ flank stability as described in the introduction. Furthermore, Iceland
is well-known for their geothermal fields. Thermal properties would be beneficial for,
e.g., accurate temperature models.
The database represents a compilation of datasets obtained over five decades. Thus,
different measurement devices and methods have been used on different sample sets.
How can you ensure the comparability and reproducibility of the results? Would a data



quality control system be useful?
Most of the properties have been analyzed on different sample sets. Thus, it is not
possible to derive parameter relationships from this dataset, which in turn is crucial for
reservoir parametrization (e.g., THCM modeling) and stochastic models as claimed in
the conclusions. I agree that having some data is better than no data, but in the end
this fact limits reservoir property estimations significantly. The authors should address
this in a chapter regarding the limitations of this database and better explain the usage
of the data.
The paper includes a few figures that contain measurement results. Since the database
does not contain too many datapoints (~5000 data points in total based on Table 4 and
additional rock mechanical data), it could be beneficial to include a results section and
to actually represent the data in greater detail. The authors could discuss the results as
a kind of review. Thus, they would provide something new compared to the first version
of the Valgardur database.
The results of the VS measurements in Fig. 8 show a high scatter. The authors should
check this data for outliers and maybe plot also VP vs VS.
Please improve Fig 1, particularly Fig. 1e.
Please be careful with the references. Some articles are cited in the manuscript, but are
not included in the reference list and vice versa. Also, the formatting is inconsistent and
should be corrected according to the journal’s standards.

 

Comments regarding the database:

Besides some metadata (references, sample location and descriptions), the first worksheet
“Petrophysical properties” contains the results of the different petrophysical
measurements. In general, the table is well-structured and the columns are highlighted in
different colours to increase the readability. I appreciate the detailed lithological
information and the possibility to distinguish between unaltered and altered rocks and to
be able to compare this information with the photographs. However, the quality of the
sample descriptions varies a lot between the different datasets. Furthermore, the sample
IDs are sometimes just numbers (varying from 4 to 150803-03) and in other cases a
combination of letters and numbers. It would be useful to use a homogenized sample ID
for the database and eventually keep the original ID in a separate column as it has been
done in the P³ database in Bär et al. (2020).

The second worksheet “Mineralogical and geochemical data” comprises a comprehensive
dataset of major and trace elements, quantitative XRD data and point counting data
retrieved from thin section analyses. Likewise, the columns are highlighted in different
colours to increase the readability. I appreciate the detailed thin section analysis, which is
often missing in other petrophysical datasets. I would suggest to include the rock types
here again to make it easier for the user (you don’t need to switch between the sheets).
Unfortunately, RRE data is not available here.

The third sheet only contains the numbers of the photographs and the associated sample



IDs. About 140 photos are provided in the additional zip folder. However, as a stand-alone
worksheet this looks less impressive. I understand that this database is build according to
the P³ database and shall resemble a relational database, but additional information such
as lithology and outcrop name would improve this worksheet.

The fourth worksheet includes “Additional hyaloclastite data” and represents a short
version of worksheet 1. This table includes a smaller list of rock properties and it is not
clear to me why this data is not included in the main data sheet. The different
measurement methods as described in line 102 on page 6 could be easily marked in
worksheet 1. Furthermore, the list should be edited and be consistent with worksheet 1.

The last worksheet includes the references of the original data sources. However, this
could be listed in a PDF file and/or in a much prettier way.

While there is a "READ ME" sheet at the beginning of the database that contains a brief
description of each worksheet, headings and additional information about each table in the
various worksheets would improve navigation and orientation in the Excel file.
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